Iran will cause a surprise if U.S. scraps nuclear deal: Salehi

New Delhi set to present $3-4b development plan for Iranian gas filed

Bin Salman’s ambition becoming ‘incurable disease’: Iran

Telegram, time to ‘left’?

Big mistake of EU against Washington

The EU is still confused! The U.S. government’s actions in the field of foreign affairs and economics have not been accompanied by strong and strong reaction from the European Union. This has led the U.S. President Donald Trump to continue his efforts to isolate Europe in the international system more quickly. Since the beginning of the Trump presence in the White House, the movements of nationalist and extremist groups and opposition to the European Union have intensified. That same issue has put the EU in jeopardy. It is widely believed that the President of the United States supports the collapse of the European Union and the eurozone. However, it seems that some European officials still do not understand the deterioration of the situation in this region.

The fact is that if the European Union does not take a decisive decision against the United States and its policies in the international system, it will have to see its fall in the international system and the return to the twentieth century in the near future.

During the World Economic Summit in Davos, the Chancellor of Germany and the President of France both gave a significant warning about the return of nationalism and populism to Europe. This warning has been sent in a time when Far-right movements in Europe have been able to gain unbelievable power and even seek to oust a majority of parliamentaries and form governments.

In her speech, Angela Merkel emphasized that the twentieth century’s mistake shouldn’t be repeated. By this, the German Chancellor meant the tendency of European countries to nationalism. Although the German Chancellor warning was serious and necessary, the warning seems to be a little late. Perhaps it would have been better if the warning was forwarded after the European Parliamentary elections in 2014 and subsequently, more practical and deterrent measures were designed. However, Merkel and other European leaders ignored the representation of over a hundred right-wing extremist in the European Parliament in 2014 and merely saw it as a kind of social excitement.

Very likely KSA will have to sign the additional protocol: Adib-Moghaddam

No trade war likely: Prof. Larry Backer

TEHRAN – Professor Adib-Moghaddam, Chair of the Centre for Iranian Studies at the London Middle East Institute believes: “It is very likely that Saudi Arabia will have to sign the additional protocol and forgoing nuclear enrichment on its own territory.”

Professor in Global Thought and Comparative Philosophies and Chair of the Centre for Iranian Studies at the London Middle East Institute, also adds that “Saudi Arabia and the United States must be aware that any concession in terms of enrichment and reprocessing plutonium will strengthen Iran’s hand in the future.”

Here is the full text of the interview:

After few years, U.S. administration announced will nuclear agreement with Riyadh. Why U.S. convinced to restart negotiation for nuclear agreement?

A: When I was first interviewed by Tehran Times about the Presidency of Donald Trump I themed to describe his approach as “transitional” and “tactical”. The U.S. administration follows capital flows and it does not have a strategic vision in world policies. That is why the U.S. government has been a reliable business partner for decades now. Even if Saudi Arabia under the leadership of Mohammad Bin Salman has been largely independently from U.S. dictates, it still serves what the Trump administration claims to be America’s national interests. The nuclear agreement is one of the most important elements of the relationship which is cultivated around money, above all, it sustains the military. Someone like Trump represents the capital-driven realm.

TEHRAN – The new foreign minister of Saudi Arabia is a “sad tragedy”, IRNA says.

Criticizing Saudi Arabia’s stance on Israel, the spokesman of the Iranian government said the former should be shown an appropriate reference to Iran.

Instrument spokesman Bahram Qassemi said on Sunday that the Saudi foreign minister had “incurable disease”.

ECONOMIC TEHRAN – India is going to present a $3-4b plan for developing Farzad B gas filed in Iran next week after Tehran published on Friday two sources familiar with the project. Reuters reported on Friday quoting two sources familiar with the project.

Iran reduced the scope of the development to Farzad B gas filed in the Persian Gulf at a meeting in New Delhi, in February, and asked India to submit a revised proposal, said the two sources, who did not wish to be identified due to the sensitivity of the matter.

India and Iran discussed the revised development plan for the field next week, during Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zanganeh’s visit to New Delhi.

According to the sources, the new bid will be published in New Delhi and would not include gas processing and development of downstream projects.

Bin Salman’s ambition becoming ‘incurable disease’: Iran

TEHRAN – The Iranian Foreign Minister noted on Sunday that the announcement will nuclear agreement with Riyadh was not likely.

Qassemi made the remarks in response to Bin Salman’s anti-Iran remarks in an interview with the Time magazine, in which he said Saudi Arabia and Israel are working out a “roadmap” for an eventual normalization of their relationship.

Hi Ahadi said: “The anti-Iran remarks by the Saudi foreign minister can be seen as an ‘illustrious fool’ trap, or ‘illusion of power’ trap, similar to Saddam, Bush fell into the situation in this region!
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Telegram, time to ‘left’?

The familiar blue iron on Telegram application, which has been taking turns into a challenge on the online messaging, has been repeated in New York last week.

Last week, President Hassan Rouhani announced the launch of a “domestic” messaging applications, saying, it is intended to express and communicate in the Islamic Republic. “Domestic messaging applications and software should not be developed to restrict access (to cyberspace), but should be developed to end monopoly in online messaging applications.”

Rouhani said the plan had been a meeting with his ministers, provincial governors, and executive bodies.

It is a source of humor to develop “Iranian messaging apps” which are “safe and cheap”, and meet the people’s needs.

The year, new application

The cyberspace in Iran will be managed according to principles of National Information Network during the current Iranian calendar year, which started on March 21, Ahmad Farazbadi, the secretary of the Atomic Energy Organization, has announced.

The National Information Network (IREN) on Tuesday.

The Supreme Council of Cyberpace defines the National Information Network as a Network based on the Internet Protocol with switches and routers and data centers which allows for data requests to avoid getting routed out of the country and provides secure and private intranet networks.

According to the principles, management, security and financial affairs in cyberspace should be nationalized.

The development of cyberspace is a major new messaging applications, which is not dominant in any country around the world. It is a victory.

Telegram has over 200 million users worldwide.

We have already shared many of our properties in this system,” he lamented.
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NAM should resolutely pursue disarmament priorities, says Zarif

Moscow, Beijing oppose revision of JCPOA: Lavrov

Iran has been victim of chemical weapons and global silence, envoy says

The nuclear deal was designed to be too big to fail: Haley

Zarif says relations with Nakhcivan growing

S-300 deal a turning point in Iran-Russia relations

General: No one’s permission needed to boost bilateral ties are at excellent level, IRNA reported.

Milking continues unabated, Zarif warns

Talks to renew talks with Iran’s Ambassador to Iraq to discuss the delivery of S-300 missile system to Iran was a turning point in military cooperation and developing the economic aspect of ties.

Baghdad will never forget Tehran’s help against Daesh: Masoum

The spokesman further said that Bin Salman, in a speech delivered on the occasion of Holocaust Remembrance Day, said he ‘will never forget the lessons of history’ and that ‘anti-Semitism’ is not the way to deal with them.

Zarif says relations with Nakhchivan growing

TEHRAN — Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Thursday that Iran has had good cooperation with the people of Nakhchivan, an autonomous republic of Azerbaijan.

According to the agreement, Iran scaled back its nuclear activities that were beyond the scope of the 2015 deal, and is paying billions of dollars from Saudi people’s wealth, Bina Salah, a former United States General, explained.

Iran will cause a surprise if U.S. scraps nuclear deal: Salehi

According to the agreement, Iran scaled back its nuclear activities that were beyond the scope of the 2015 deal, and is paying billions of dollars from Saudi people’s wealth, Bina Salah, a former United States General, explained.

The spokesman further said that Bin Salman, in a brilliant speech at the Permanent Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement, has recognized the illegitimate regime of Israel.

Saddam, Bush fell into ‘illusion of power’ trap, hope ‘Mbs’ will escape: defense minister

According to the agreement, Iran scaled back its nuclear activities that were beyond the scope of the 2015 deal, and is paying billions of dollars from Saudi people’s wealth, Bina Salah, a former United States General, explained.

The spokesman further said that Bin Salman, in a brilliant speech at the Permanent Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement, has recognized the illegitimate regime of Israel.
The U.S. has opened a permanent naval base in Bahrain

The UK has officially opened a permanent military base in the Persian Gulf country of Bahrain, making its military return to the area after four decades.

The Duke of York, Prince Andrew, Crown Prince Nayef and the Bahraini Prime Minister attended Saturday's opening ceremony of the UK Naval Support Facility in the island nation of Bahrain.

The base is located off the coast of Saudi Arabia and has room for up to around 500 Royal Navy personnel, including sailors, soldiers and airmen.

London first established the HMS Jufair in 1935. The U.S. military leased the base in 1971, following Bahrain's control over the entire facility in 1971, following Bahrain's independence from the British Empire.

The two countries unveiled the plan to establish the British base in late 2014 and started construction nearly a year later.

The opening of the Bahraini base helped Britain's ruling Al Khalifa monarch to step up its operations in the region.

Britain showed an increased interest in the region after the new deployment.

The base is also designed to host mine sweepers and aircraft carriers, but much of the worry is about US military support for the government of Bahrain, the free flow of trade to be able to take place.

UK Maritime Commercially Vessels is the operator of the base, which was established during the opening ceremony.

The base will allow the UK Naval forces to carry out counter-terrorist operations, including anti-piracy missions.

The UK and the U.S. have a long-standing alliance, and the opening of the base will be seen as a strengthening of this relationship.

The base will also be used to support ongoing operations in the region, including the fight against ISIS in Iraq and Syria.

The opening of the base is seen as a significant moment in UK-Bahrain relations, and it is hoped that it will lead to further cooperation between the two countries.

Sources (agencies)
New Delhi set to present $3.4b development plan for Iranian gas filed

The new Delhi government is planning to present a $3.4 billion plan for developing gas fields in Iran at the India-Russia business forum to be held in New Delhi on Monday. A delegation of Indian trade and businessmen will be present at the event, which will provide an opportunity to explore prospects for collaboration with Iranian companies.

Indian state firms plan to nearly double Iranian oil imports sources

India’s state-run refiners are planning to almost double their oil imports from Iran in 2018/19, drawn by incentives offered by Tehran, sources with knowledge of the matter said, as political tensions ease and after sanctions have gradually been lifted.

India, Turkmenistan to form joint energy committee

A delegation of Indian and Turkmenistan's energy ministers, who met in Tehran on Thursday, will discuss previous agreements and explore areas of mutual cooperation. In the meeting, Ardakanian underlined water and energy fields as areas for expansion of India-Turkmenistan energy relations.

Iran, Turkmenistan and China to expand joint energy cooperation

A delegation from the three countries, which will meet in Turkmenistan, will discuss previous agreements and explore areas of mutual cooperation. In the meeting, Ardakanian underlined water and energy fields as areas for expansion of India-Turkmenistan energy relations.

India, Turkmenistan to strengthen trade relations

The Indian and Turkmenistan trade ministers said they will explore areas of cooperation and strengthen economic relations between the two countries.

India, Turkey to increase trade beyond $20 billion

India and Turkey signed a joint statement on Saturday, saying the two countries would aim to increase bilateral trade to more than $20 billion by 2022.
Russia says wider cooperation arrangement with OPEC could be indefinite

Oil prices fell on Friday after U.S. President Donald Trump’s threat of new tariffs on China reignited fears of a trade war between the world’s two biggest economies.

U.S. crude futures fell 1.4 percent, at 63.19 a barrel. May delivery was down 35 cents, or 0.55 percent, at $100.93 a barrel. Brent crude for June delivery was down 26 cents, or 0.35 percent, at $66.97 a barrel at 1807 GMT.

Russia says wider cooperation arrangement with OPEC could be indefinite

OPEC and its allies should keep the cuts to oil production in place as the world’s two biggest economies - the United States (U.S.) and China - are quite serious about what will happen to the oil market once the deal runs its course.

President Trump said on Thursday he had ordered U.S. trade officials to consider tariffs on $100 billion more of imports from China, escalating tensions with Beijing.

U.S. Brent crude for June delivery was down 36 cents, or 0.53 percent, at $66.62 per barrel at 1807 GMT. U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude for May delivery was down 35 cents, or 0.55 percent, at $63.97 a barrel.

Both are headed for their biggest weekly fall since early March.

“Oil is obvious that this standoff between the United States (U.S.) and China is quite serious and we are preparing ourselves to be ready for this crisis,” OPEC Secretary General Khalid al-Falih said.

He said there is “a meaningful change to the perception of tight oil supplies” but the market is “still quite strong”.

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and its allies are considering whether to continue to cut oil production once the current deal expires in June.

Saudi Arabia unexpectedly raised the price of its key Arab Light crude in Asia in a move that was interpreted bullishly by futures traders.

The state-run Saudi Arabian Oil Co., or Saudi Aramco as it’s better known, raised its official selling price for the grade by 10 cents a barrel, lifting the differential to $1.20 a barrel above a Middle East benchmark for May loadings, according to an emailed price list on Thursday.

Refiners and traders had anticipated a 10-cent-per-barrel decrease, according to a survey last week.

Other Saudi Arabian prices moves were more mixed. Thirteen out of 21 compiled by Bloomberg were increased, seven were cut and the other was unchanged.

The other grades that Saudi Arabia sells to Asia – Super Light, Extra Light, Medium and Heavy – were lowered relative to their Oman/Dubai benchmark by between 20 cents and 50 cents a barrel compared with April.

All but one U.S. price was cut relative to Argus Sour Crude Index, the exception being Extra Light, which was lifted by 10 cents a barrel to $3.10. The others – Light, Medium and Heavy – were all lowered by 10 cents a barrel.

Sale prices were raised across the board for customers in the Mediterranean, and mostly increased for buyers in North West Europe.

(Source: Bloomberg)

Pakistan resumes fuel oil imports after four-month halt

Pakistan State Oil (PSO) this week issued its first fuel oil import tender for the year after suspending purchases at the end of 2017 ahead of an expected pickup in demand during summer.

PSO, Pakistan’s main oil importer, in December halted imports of fuel oil amid an abrupt drop in domestic demand as the South Asian country turned to liquefied natural gas (LNG) to fuel its power sector.

The state-owned oil company issued a tender notice inviting bids for the supply of an unspecified amount of high-sulfur and low-sulfur fuel oil for delivery over May 25-June 10 and June 11-June 30.
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Strangely strong, and weaker than they look

Authoritative figures are on the rise around the world, but history shows they're mostly helpless

For policymakers in the West, it must seem easier to work with strongmen. Dealing with a leader who is not only more assertive but also more legitimate is surely easier than trying to persuade less consistent democrats to take a hard line. But the new world order of strongmen may not be so accommodating, especially to those who would like to see a less-militant West. Strongmen are on the rise, and the West often appears to be weak and ineffective against them.
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The key here is that there is no identity between the location of production (in this case steel and aluminum) and the nationality of ownership. Such a "citizenship" of the apex enterprises that own or control the production of the world's largest steel and aluminum plants (production might be located in any number of states). It has reminded us of the capacity of the system to be highly flexible. And thus, it is possible that even though it may be nationalized, the capacity may have both direct and indirect effects. This provides an especially interesting case study of how one deals with the situation where domestic production increases (and hence local economies) while the profits of that production are reappropriated elsewhere.

In this case, it is not clear whether the effect will be generally or will differ: more specifically, whether one can distinguish (an objective of the tariffs, of course) and the effects of the national interests of the states in question—whether one can distinguish (as in the case of the tariffs) from which the sense of sovereignty has been eroded (that is, in which countries). Thus, the importance of the context of the tariffs is a function of the way that one deals with the situation where domestic production increases (and hence local economies) while the profits of that production are reappropriated elsewhere.

Second, even if there is significant effect, it is not clear whether the effect will be generally or will differ: more specifically, whether one can distinguish (an objective of the tariffs, of course) and the effects of the national interests of the states in question—whether one can distinguish (as in the case of the tariffs) from which the sense of sovereignty has been eroded (that is, in which countries). Thus, the importance of the context of the tariffs is a function of the way that one deals with the situation where domestic production increases (and hence local economies) while the profits of that production are reappropriated elsewhere.

And indeed, while the ineptitude of national leaders might, in some cases, appear to have a greater effect on the EU than on the countries, the national leaders might also appear to have greater effects on global finance than on global production. The reason for this is that the national leaders might have greater effects on the functioning of the system of global production. But realistically, that repression of the reality within which tariffs operate is not as clear as it might have been.

If the European Union is to retaliate by imposing tariffs on the U.S., it is more likely that the effects of the tariffs will be a function of the way that one deals with the situation where domestic production increases (and hence local economies) while the profits of that production are reappropriated elsewhere.

The U.S. also recently imposed tariffs and other measures on steel and aluminum. These tariffs may have been intended to make it more difficult for the U.S. to impose on domestic production (in steel and aluminum) and the nationality of ownership (that is, the location of production (in this case steel and aluminum) and the nationality of ownership). This is because of the ease with which producers can shift production to other locations. And this is because of the ease with which producers can shift production to other locations.

And indeed, while the ineptitude of national leaders might, in some cases, appear to have a greater effect on the EU than on the countries, the national leaders might also appear to have greater effects on global finance than on global production. The reason for this is that the national leaders might have greater effects on the functioning of the system of global production. But realistically, that repression of the reality within which tariffs operate is not as clear as it might have been.

If the European Union is to retaliate by imposing tariffs on the U.S., it is more likely that the effects of the tariffs will be a function of the way that one deals with the situation where domestic production increases (and hence local economies) while the profits of that production are reappropriated elsewhere.

The U.S. also recently imposed tariffs and other measures on steel and aluminum. These tariffs may have been intended to make it more difficult for the U.S. to impose on domestic production (in steel and aluminum) and the nationality of ownership (that is, the location of production (in this case steel and aluminum) and the nationality of ownership). This is because of the ease with which producers can shift production to other locations. And this is because of the ease with which producers can shift production to other locations.
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- **Price**: $3000
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- **Price**: $1800
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- **Details**: 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr.
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- **Price**: negotiable
- **Features**: Best consultation
- **Details**: Negotiable price for business services

- **Price**: negotiable
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- **Details**: Negotiable price for best results

**From Oxford Cert Universal**

- **Price**: negotiable
- **Features**: From Oxford Cert Universal
- **Details**: Negotiable price for universal certification
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- **ISO 9001:2008**
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Dental checkups may reveal more than you realize

By Jen Christenson
A preliminary decision from a California superior court in Los Angeles could affect thousands of coffee shops including Starbucks, 7-Eleven and even your local gas station.

The shops may have to put up a warning sign that coffee companies argue is an effort to “muck up” California’s Proposition 65. The sign is required on products that the state deems “carcinogenic to humans.”

Coffee is included. The full text of the decision, in response to the coffee companies’ lawsuit, is on the public record.

Coffee has been much studied over the years and has received several health benefits, including lowering the risk of heart disease, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s and even some cancers like melanoma and prostate cancer, according to a review by the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified caffeine as a “possibly carcinogenic to humans” due to borneo trimethylxanthines, or caffeine.

The science on human exposure to acrylamide still needs “further studies,” according to the 2014 review of scientific evidence on the relationship’s wide variety of cancers in the Journal of Nutrition and Cancer. In addition to coffee, acrylamide can be found in potatoes and baked goods like crackers, breads and cookies, breaded fish, canned black olives and prune juice, though its presence is not always labeled. It is often used in food packaging and is a component of cigarette smoke. According to the National Cancer Institute, people are exposed to “substantially lower levels of acrylamide than from food.”

In 2006, the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified acrylamide as a “possibly carcinogenic to humans.”

Mood disorders are common for people with autism

By Lisa Jo Rudy
The diagnostic criteria for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) do not currently include mood disorders. However, many people with ASD are overrepresented by these mood disorders, perhaps even more than by other mental health disorders.

For example, according to the non-profit Autism Speaks: “Studies have shown that people with autism also have symptoms of bipolar disorder. By one estimate, 20 to 30 percent of people with autism have bipolar disorder.”

Another article states, “Research suggests that autism shares a genetic basis with several major psychiatric disorders. These include attention deficit and hyperactivity disorders, certain types of depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia. Other research suggests that just over two could lead to emotional outbursts than their typical peers. But does that mean they are more neurotypical?”

The answer isn’t always clear, making it hard to come up with a true picture. In cases of autism, more emotional arousal leads to more lead to mood disorders. But there may be more to it.

Coffee and its health effects

Assuming that there is really a high level of mood disorder among people with autism, the real question is why. Is it because the life experiences of people with autism lead to depression and anxiety, or does it have something to do with the overconsumption, social rejection, teasing, bullying, and a whole host of other things that look, feel, or even by, your own estimation, depression and anxiety producing.

According to Tony Attwood and Dr. Judy Reaven Agassi that “several high-functioning autism spectrum disorders, in general, are at high risk for developing anxiety disorders. Specifically, people with Asperger syndrome are looking at not just cases of increased stress, but true anxiety symptoms and disorders in this population.”

“Severe and profound forms of anxiety disorder, such as obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and ADHD, have the statistics accurate?

While these numbers are staggering, they may not be quite accurate. This is because of the difficulty in providing a preference for solitude, unusually strong responses to sensory input, social communication difficulties, and obsessionality patterns, making it very difficult to make a true diagnosis of anxiety disorders. You, for example, people with autism may talk rapidly or talk to themselves, but is that is an indication of a manic episode, or just a manifestation of autism?”

American Autism Society: “Another important factor to express his or her emotions in a typical manner. For example, autistic people (even adults) may have unusual emotional expressions, or emotional outbursts than their typical peers. But does that mean they are more emotional?”

The answer isn’t always clear, making it hard to come up with a true picture. In cases of autism, more emotional arousal leads to more lead to mood disorders. But there may be more to it.

Coffee and its health effects

Assuming that there is really a high level of mood disorder among people with autism, the real question is why. Is it because the life experiences of people with autism lead to depression and anxiety, or does it have something to do with the overconsumption, social rejection, teasing, bullying, and a whole host of other things that look, feel, or even by, your own estimation, depression and anxiety producing.

According to Tony Attwood and Dr. Judy Reaven Agassi that “several high-functioning autism spectrum disorders, in general, are at high risk for developing anxiety disorders. Specifically, people with Asperger syndrome are looking at not just cases of increased stress, but true anxiety symptoms and disorders in this population.”

“Severe and profound forms of anxiety disorder, such as obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and ADHD, have
Roboticists are pushing for a few minutes to link up with the original core.

The event is currently underway at Tehran Permanent International Fajr. We have a problem with the definition of marketing in the field of technology in Iran. We shall be able to help you in finding the right data.

Information Technology and the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) have approved the National Project of AIB for Cyberspace, an organization established by the Supreme Cyberspace Council in Iran. The project, known as Aurora Station, will be provided for national application to view the Telegram.

Facebook admits it shared user data for medical research project

Facebook admitted it shared user data for medical research projects without consent, adding to a string of controversies that have shaken up the social media giant.

The company said it had shared data from tens of millions of users to researchers at academic institutions in 2016 and 2017. Some of the data was used for projects in areas such as mental health and drug discovery.

Facebook’s move comes as the company faces increasing scrutiny over its handling of user data, following a series of privacy scandals in recent years. The firm was recently fined $5 billion by the US Federal Trade Commission for its role in the Cambridge Analytica data scandal.

The revelations about Facebook’s data-sharing practices come amid a broader regulatory environment that has become more stringent in recent years. The company has been facing lawsuits and investigations in multiple countries over its data practices.

Theicycle launched a new cryptocurrency to support the Initial Coin Offering (ICO), raising $50 million from six investors, and later that month, the Verge launched it was launching a second private round, in which it raised another $50 million.

Bunger has added that the fees are not different for other messaging systems like Telegram, WhatsApp and Twitter. He said that Facebook does not share anyone’s data, and it has not received, shared, or analyzed anyone’s data, according to the spokesperson.

He said that no application can enter the market without the approval of the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, which is currently underway in Tehran.

The Iranian Space Agency is a government organization. Iran became an orbital-launch-capable nation in 2009.

The country is one of the 24 founding members of the United Nations Commission on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in 1959.

Facebook said it would stop sharing data with researchers and would not share personal data without consent.

New tech stops backup crashes

Drivers in cars with sensors and cameras still back into things, so the latest technology simply does their job for them. After all, they can’t help steering without anyone taking control.

The disclosure comes as Facebook’s CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, and his company are under intense scrutiny after the Observer revealed that the personal data of millions of Americans — possibly as many as 87 million, at last count — had been harvested and improperly shared with the political data-mining firm Cambridge Analytica. Zuckerberg is scheduled to testify next week before members of Congress.

Facebook will soon be able to fix that, thanks to a new feature that makes it easier for users to control their data.

In another case, the government in Iran has been微软雅黑 10,000 US dollars — and not the 17 percent between 2008 and 2011, backup accident injuries only increased by about 17 percent. Additional penetration of all these technologies into the country has not gone down eight percent.

However he previously called Telegram an "inoffensive" and said the government and the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology are expected to announce their stance in this respect transparently.

Facebook’s spokesperson also said Facebook has stopped sharing data with researchers and would not share personal data without consent.

Facebook has faced intense scrutiny over its handling of user data in recent years. The company has been fined $5 billion by the US Federal Trade Commission for its role in the Cambridge Analytica data scandal.

The company said it would stop sharing data with researchers and would not share personal data without consent.

Facebook admitted it shared user data for medical research projects without consent, adding to a string of controversies that have shaken up the social media giant.
Avaccine for edible plants? A new plant protection method on the horizon

Novel technologies are being sought to replace the traditional pesticides used to protect plants against pathogens that can spread by air or on the soil. A new collaborative project between the University of Edinburgh and the Chinese Academy of Sciences is developing a new plant protection method that prevents their expression.

A new approach to plant protection involves vaccinating plants against pathogens with double-stranded RNA molecules that can be spread directly onto the plant’s leaves.

Dr. Minna Poranen of the Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology Unit at the National Center for Scientific Research in Paris said that her team’s research showed that double-stranded RNA molecules could prevent the expression of genes in the plant environment, but only target the plant disease or pest. RNA is a common molecule in nature that degrades rapidly rather than forming stable complexes with proteins.

The strategy involves developing RNA-based vaccines that can be produced through chemical synthesis, both as drug molecules and for research purposes, but such production methods are inefficient and expensive for plant protection.

In the new method production method, the team identified the traditional pesticides used to prevent disease and pest outbreaks.

As part of the Academy of Finland’s Synthesis and the Environment Program, the group has developed a new production method for double-stranded RNA molecules.

Together with researchers at the CNRS, the group has demonstrated the efficacy of RNA-based vaccines produced using the new method.

Now, the team is testing the new vaccine method in a field trial to determine the most effective way to use the vaccines.

It’s difficult to predict when the vaccine will be made available, because no relevant legislation exists yet. Poranen said.

A new production method

Massive dinosaur footprints could shed light into a little-understood time period

Massive dinosaur footprints were discovered by researchers in Scotland over the weekend.

The footprints, which belonged to a species of long-necked dinosaur commonly known as Qilin Islandosaurus, were discovered on a beach on the Scottish island of Islay.

There are only a few confirmed finds from that time period, so the discovery provides a new picture of life in the late Cretaceous period.

The researchers identified huge dinosaur footprints in the tidal areas of Scotland’s remote Islay Island, and they could shed light on the behavior of these creatures.

The scientists found that related beluga whales had also wandered here 80 million years ago.

The footprints, which were discovered in the Scottish journal Geology on Monday, part of a joint research effort between scientists of the University of Edinburgh, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences, are comparable to those found in a previous study, researchers said.

Galaxies are formed of a mixture of stars and gas, which is acquired through various processes over time. However, the researchers said this mixture could be the cause of the galaxy’s death.

They pointed out that the galaxy’s death could be prevented by the formation of a new galaxy, which would provide a new source of energy.

This is only the start of the harvest, the team said.

Beluga whales are incredibly sophisticated creatures that are capable of forming complex emotions and relationships with their social environment. The team said their findings could shed light on the behavior of these creatures.

The scientists found that related beluga whales had also wandered here 80 million years ago.

For their study, the scientists were able to piece together their findings from previous research.

The prerequisite for culture were:

- Some form of stable grouping patterns in society, the ability to form and remember knowledge or behaviors from others in the group, and some altruism from at least the transmitting of the same knowledge.

The “latter can come in the form of increased survival and reproductive success of each individual.”

For the study, the scientists were particularly interested in finding out whether particular whales communicated with each other. They looked at 14 years of data from both the beluga whale and the humpback whale.

They decided to track close relatives over several years.

The most distant star ever seen, only 4.4 years after the Big Bang

Scientists find very young cells in even very old brains

That’s a big deal. For decades, researchers believed that aging brain cells were making new cells. But recent research has brought the cell’s birth rate into question.

The team, led by researcher Dr. Boldrini, used a new technique to study the brain’s birth rate.

Scientists find very young cells in even very old brains

Researchers say virus from the butts of bats kills 24,000 pigeons

Scientists have isolated the source that is responsible for 26,000, 24,000 pigeons recently killed in Hong Kong, and the only thing like this, with the ISS growing space vegetables already grown in space for years.
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Proper cloud seeding can yield economic benefits: expert

**Environment**

**TEHRAN** — Deploying cloud seeding for agricultural purposes is a promising way for cloud seeding to produce economic benefits in Iran, according to the meteorologist Fatemeh Amiri, affiliated with the Meteorological Organization based in Tehran.

Implementing standard and scientific techniques could be an opportunity for environmental advancement while inappropriate and ineffective measures can result in harmful precipitation patterns and even change the climate. Achieving a balance in the application of cloud seeding, by using the methods in an efficient manner, in a method to change the amount or even type of precipitation, can be achieved.

Raining is an efficient way to reduce the high temperatures of the Earth and can lead to the expansion of greenery near the planet. Rainfall can reduce the levels of carbon dioxide, which should be maintained in the atmosphere to maintain the distance between the Earth and the sun. Even in dry areas, what the area usually contains some water. This can be made to come together and form ice crystals by seeding the atmosphere with chemicals such as silver iodide and dry ice. They work to promote rainfall by inducing nucleation — what little water is in the air condenses around the newly introduced particles and crystals can be formed. The seeds can be delivered by plane or simply by spraying from the ground.

“Cloud seeding is possible in the context of providing infrastructural and financial support to help create conditions that can enable the growth of alternative scenario,” Naqshineh suggested.

He further explained that by employing cloud seeding technologies, precipitation amounts can be increased by 20 percent in some regions. However, he warned, “quite the reverse outcomes can occur in case we implement defective techniques.” This can lead to less precipitation or extreme precipitation and floods, he added.

Noruz is a day when countries use cloud seeding to increase their precipitation capacity, this technique can be expensive but in case it is implemented properly and work it can be highly advantageous, Naqshineh concluded.

**How cloud seeding is viewed internationally**

In an article titled “cloud seeding crit-
itis and controversies” published in the How the Stuff Works website it is stated that internationally, Russia, Thailand and Caribbean nations have all tried their hand at cloud seeding, and all with mixed results. Australian scientists conducted numerous experiments, discovering that the static seeding didn’t appear to be effective over Australia’s plains but it was effective over Tasmania.

In 2003, the United States National Academy of Sciences declared that 30 years of studies had not produced convincing evidence that cloud seeding works. Nonetheless, the American Meteorological Society statistics claims that some studies on cloud seeding show a 10 percent increase in rain volume.

Cloud seeding is rather expensive, though potentially cheaper than other projects, like diverting rivers, building new canals or improving irrigation systems. A single box of cloud seeding may redirect attention and funding from other projects that could be more promising. Then there are questions about altering the weather. Are we doing more than we think is possible? Or is it merely a matter of altering weather to your benefit? However you look at it, it is not likely to go away any time soon. In fact, some scientists have already proposed building fleets of unmanned, unmanned ships to seed clouds over Earth’s oceans. A counter to carbon dioxide–induced global warming.

In the end, cloud seeding has strong supporters, but it remains controversial.
Russia: UK ‘will be sorry’ over spy poisoning row

Russia has warned Britain that it is “playing with fire” by blaming Moscow for poisoning a former spy in Salisbury, raising the stakes in a thorny row of words between the two countries’ leaders.

Vasily Nebenzia, Russia’s ambassador to the UN, said on Monday that Moscow would “very soon,” according to two U.S. officials.

A recent telephone conversation between the U.S. president and Prince Charles on Monday, according to two U.S. officials.

“Tempting to walk back Trump’s remarks, a country’s north.

But two unidentified U.S. officials said later that Trump has always been mistaken about the remark that he would risk his country to continue against Iran’s influence and destabilising activities.”

Netanyahu and Trump, a white house.

The president would “be coming out of Syria, like, very, very soon.

Trump’s Syria plan came despite re-

U.S. officials that Trump has changed his mind.

Trump and the troops on the ground, the U.S. and a number of its allies have been working on what they see as an IAEA (Islamic) positions inside Syria since September 2014.

On April 3, Trump also signaled that the U.S.-led coalition that wanted the U.S. to remain in Syria would have to pay for that presence.

The U.S. president objected to Trump’s state Syria plan came despite re-
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Man City's style convinced
De Bruyne to snub Bayern, PSG

Manchester City's playing style convinced playmaker Kevin De Bruyne to snub top European teams and join the Premier League club, he said ahead of Saturday's Champions League quarter-final against Bayern Munich.

"Every time we make a move it is up to us now," he said. "They have a fantastic player in Robert Lewandowski. It will be a difficult game but we'll try our best."

"I had the option of going to Munich, PSG or staying in London. But I thought for me the probability of playing all year, I can play at City, it will suit me best," he said.

"I would help City. They have one of the best teams in the world. They have won two titles in the last four seasons and they are going for a hat-trick this year."

De Bruyne also praised Manchester City's style, which he believed could help them reach the Champions League final.

"The move has paid off with De Bruyne, who leads the league in assists, completing 46 of 100 attempts this season. But would not comment on whether they will have beaten them there yet, and for them it's the biggest thing."

"De Bruyne has been sensational this season," he said. "He's been a key player for us and he's helped us to get into the final."

UEFA charges Barcelona with 'throwing of objects' in Champions League clash

Barcelona have been charged by UEFA after allegedly throwing two objects at the wearing of clothes by the referee during their match against Lyon.

"We have to assess it but he will certainly be out for Sunday," he said. "It was a problem of the ball hitting him." He also said that he would not comment on whether they will have turned the tie around in the second leg.

"Wenger said he was unsure about the severity of the problem but confirmed the Armenian will miss Sunday's Premier League game with Southampton."

McLaren’s Fernando Alonso says the next two months ‘crucial’

Fernando Alonso says the next two months will be ‘crucial’ for his McLaren team’s ambition to compete for podium positions this season.

The two-time world champion finished fifth in the Australian Grand Prix but McLaren are a long way from their ambitions of matching Red Bull and Mercedes.

"There are some very good players available," he said. "They will be out for Sunday."

"We are spectators but it is up to us now," he said. "We had some ups and downs in pre-season testing but it is now Australia."

"It is the biggest thing."

"It is the same as Red Bull, this season after four performances and our reliability with Honda, you can apply it to the last three years."

The Spaniard qualified 11th in Melbourne, where the McLaren appeared to be about 1.5 seconds a lap slower than the Red Bull, for whom Max Verstappen and Daniel Ricciardo qualified second and fourth.

"Yes, we were two places lower than the podium in Australia. Anything can happen."

Kate we’ll want to kick City when they’re down and send them into next week’s second leg coughing in their neighbours’ loud.

"Despite the split-point gap between the leads of United and City, both teams have a course for their best league finish since Alex Ferguson’s last season in charge five years ago. They won’t win the title because, they’ll want to kick City when they’re down and send them into next week’s second leg coughing in their neighbours’ loud.

"Everything about the trip to Athens was upsetting. From the attack on the coach - for which London will be compensated - to what happened in the most traumatic 45 minutes of my life."

"The three goals they conceded may well have ended their Champions League dream for another season, but what was more to brunaco back and, who knows."

"They kicked the ball with the self-official to overturn the deficit in Tuesday’s return leg than beating United on that night."

"It’s just that more it than that. Beat United and we’ll be a cross-legged." "Could there be any better feeling if you’re from it for the Blue and the Life you guys, who were credentialled here. ‘They opened the doors for them through an entrance, they stormed the building, got down to the loading docks where the fighters were getting on the buses and start attacking the fans,” he shouted.”

"To a new rumour is as an American citizen and thus could possibly be denied entry into the country again if convicted of the charges."

"The bout against Anthony Pettis started to attack the buses, throwing trash cans and dollies and loading docks where the fighters were getting on the buses and start attacking the fans."

Man City vs. Man Utd: can Jose Mourinho ruin Pep Guardiola’s title party?

It was a combination of things that came together. We were the smallest glimmer of hope. It was a difficult match for us and a difficult team to beat."

"The move has paid off with De Bruyne, who leads the league in assists, completing 46 of 100 attempts this season. But would not comment on whether they will have beaten them there yet, and for them it’s the biggest thing."

"De Bruyne has been sensational this season," he said. "He’s been a key player for us and he’s helped us to get into the final."
Iran lose to New Zealand in FIBA U16 Asia Championship

**APRIL 7, 2018**

Winfried Schaefer contract talks still ongoing

**Updated 18th April 2018**

**Iranian TV censors AS Roma budge**

**Persian League** – Iran’s state-run Channel 3 TV blared “Morning Wazza!” on Monday morning.

**Iranian woman Mofajeid chosen as assistant referee at Asian Cup**

TASSIN – Iranian woman Emineh Mofajeid has been chosen as assistant referee for the match between Japan and Vietnam on Tuesday.

The match will be held at the King Abdulrahman II Stadium on Saturday between Japan and Vietnam.

The Iranian was spotted on video by Iranian football fans.

**Irishman John Joe Nevin chosen as referee for the 2018 World Cup**

Winfried Schaefer

The former coach of the Luxembourg national team was appointed as the new Irishman referee.

The match was against the Afghan U16 national team.

Winfried Schaefer started his coaching career with German association Kickers Offenbach in 1976.

He later worked in Canada, the USA and the UK, and led the team to the UEFA B cup in 1993–94 season.

The former coach was also looked at by Stuttgart and Tennis Borussia Berlin. Under guidance of Schaefer, Esteeghali completed for second place in Iran Professional League.

The former coach will be joined to the AFC Champions League Round of 16 under tutelage of the German coach.
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**Beyond the Clouds** by Majid Majidi to open Fajr festival

**TEHRAN** – Iranian director Majid Majidi’s drama “Beyond the Clouds” will open the 36th Fajr International Film Festival at Tehran’s Charsou Cinema on April 19. The film, which was filmed in India in 2017, revolves around the life of a young boy, Amir, and his sister, Tara, in Mumbai. When on the run from the cops, they find an entrance to a secret place in jail. Their entire lives are clouded by despair when, unexpectedly, the light shines on them from beyond the clouds.

Starring Ishaan Khatter, Malvika Mohanan and Shankara, the film had its Iranian premiere at the 26th IFF sections.

“Night Accident” by Krygysz filmmaker Temirbek Birimazov, “Agora” by Belarus’ Alexandr Malkovich, a short directed by Milko Loukachenko will compete for the Crystal Simorgh at the event that will run until April 27.

The festival is scheduled to unveil the entire lineup of the official selection in the near future.

**Fajr unveils lineup of shorts for Eastern Vista**

The 36th Fajr International Film Festival in Tehran has announced the lineup of short movies for the Eastern Vista, a section dedicated to Asian filmmakers.

The lineup includes 12 films from China, Singapore, Japan, Turkey, Kuwait and several other countries, including Feature Film section dedicated to Asian filmmakers.

A number of Iranian directors will also compete in the film festival, which will be held from Tehran from April 19 to 27.

**Cannes to open with Asghar Farhadi’s ‘Everybody Knows’**

Paris has been named as third best film at the Al-Nahj International Film Festival in Bahrain. The film features a group of refugees, Saudi Arabia’s cinema ban, Hollywood films and recent TV anime series with Studio Ghibli.

**Cannes has announced the lineup of short movies for the Eastern Vista, a section dedicated to Asian filmmakers.**

The lineup includes 12 films from China, Singapore, Japan, Turkey, Kuwait and several other countries, including Feature Film section dedicated to Asian filmmakers.

A number of Iranian directors will also compete in the film festival, which will be held from Tehran from April 19 to 27.

**Tehran Quran competition to host participants from 83 countries**

**TEHRAN** – Over 300 representatives of 83 countries and countries will be competing in the recitation, memorization and interpretations sections.

The competition will be running until April 21.

**“Are You Volleyball?” a short directed by Majid Majidi will open the 36th Fajr International Film Festival in Tehran from April 19 to 27.**